AbstrAct
INtrODUctION
It is increasingly recognized that a universally applicable methodology (a.k.a. method) for software (and systems) development is not possible (Brooks, 1987; Avison & Wood-Harper, 1991; Fitzgerald, Russo, & O'Kane, 2003) . One way to approach this is to eschew all attempts to create and promote a single methodology but instead to create a repository (or methodbase: Saeki, Iguchi, Wen-yin, & Shinohara, 1993) containing a large number of method fragments gleaned from a study of other methodologies, an evaluation of best industry practice, and so forth. Situational methods (Kumar & Welke, 1992; Odell, 1995) are then constructed by a method engineer "bottom up" from these fragments in such a way that they are "tailored" to the process requirements of the industry in question. This is the method engineering (ME) or situational method engineering (SME) approach to methodologies.
A second thread of relevance is the increasing interest, both in academe and industry, of agile methods-methodological approaches to software development that tend to the minimalistic, focus on people rather than documented processes, and react well to rapidly changing requirements (Abrahamsson, Warsta, Siponen, & Ronkainen, 2003; Turk, France, & Rumpe, 2005) . However, as published and often as practiced, these agile methods themselves may be overly rigid. To make them more flexible and possess so-called "dual agility" (Henderson-Sellers & Serour, 2005) , a method engineering approach can be applied to agile methods as well as more traditional software development approaches. To do so, it is incumbent upon the method engineers who provide the method bases to ensure that these repositories of method fragments contain adequate fragments from which a range of agile methods can indeed be constructed.
In this chapter, we hypothesize that an agile method can be created from method fragments, once those fragments have been identified and appropriately documented. Following an introduction to the general characteristics of agile software development, we then examine an underpinning metamodel (AS4651). We then identify and document method fragments that conform to this metamodel and that support a range of agile methods including XP, Crystal, Scrum, ASD, SDSM, and FDD. We thus propose the addition of these newly document fragments to one extensive ME repository, that of the OPEN Process Framework (OPF) (Firesmith & Henderson-Sellers, 2002 ; http://www.opfro.org), chosen on the basis of it having the most extensive content in its methodbase. An important part of any such research is the validation phase. This is described in the complementary chapter (Tran, Henderson-Sellers, & Hawryszkiewycz, 2007) , where we (re-)create four agile methods from the fragments in the newly enhanced OPF methodbase.
GENErAL cHArActErIstIcs OF AGILE sOFtWArE DEVELOPMENt
Although each agile development methodology is distinct, they do share some common characteristics. Agile development adheres to the following fundamental values (Agile Manifesto, 2001 ):
• Individuals and interactions should be more important than processes and tools.
• Working software should be more important than comprehensive documentation.
•
Customer collaboration should be more important than contract negotiation.
Responding to change should be more important than following a plan.
Firstly, agile development emphasizes the relationship and communality of software developers, as opposed to institutionalized processes and development tools. Valuing people over processes allows for more creativity in solutions. In the existing agile practices, this value manifests itself in close team relationships, close working environment arrangements, and other procedures boosting team spirit. The importance of teamwork to agile development has been emphasized by agilists (Cockburn & Highsmith, 2001; Highsmith & Cockburn, 2001) .
Secondly, an important objective of the software team is to continuously produce tested working software. It is argued that documentation, while valuable, takes time to write and maintain, and is less valuable than a working product. Some agile methodologies promote prototyping (e.g., ASD), while others encourage building simple but completely functional products quickly as possible (e.g., XP).
Thirdly, customer involvement is promoted in all agile methodologies. The relationship and cooperation between the developers and the clients are given the preference over strict contracts. The clients are encouraged to actively participate in the development effort.
Fourthly, the developers must be prepared to make changes in response to the emerging/changing needs during the development process. Any plan must be lightweight and easily modifiable. The "plan" might simply be a set of post-it notes on a whiteboard (e.g., as in Scrum: Schwaber, 1995) . (Table  1) between agile development and conventional process-oriented development (or plan-driven as he calls them). This comparison helps to highlight further characteristics of agile methodologies. While many method fragments were identified in the era of plan-driven methodologies, the atomic nature of these method fragments should mean that they are equally usable for the creation of agile methods. Indeed, this is amply demonstrated in empirical studies (Henderson-Sellers & Serour, 2005) , which illustrated how several Sydney-based organizations have successfully created an agile situational method.
Boehm (2002) presents a comparison
In our research project, we aim to identify method fragments for supporting agile development by examining:
•
The characteristics of agile development described above; and • The existing prominent agile methodologies, namely XP, Scrum, adaptive software development (ASD), dynamic systems development methodology (DSDM), Crystal methodologies, and feature driven development (FDD).
In this chapter, only method fragments extracted from the general agility characteristics and XP, Scrum, Crystal clear, and Crystal orange are listed.
tHE UNDErPINNING MEtAMODEL AND AVAILAbLE rEPOsItOry
When method fragments are extracted from a methodology, they need to conform to some standard. Here, we ensure that they conform to an official Australian Standard, AS 4651 (Standards Australia, 2004)-a standard metamodel for development methodologies that has recently been "internationalized" through the normal ISO process resulting in the international standard ISO/IEC 24744 in 2007.
Both AS 4651 (as described here) and the newer ISO/IEC 24744 use two important architectural elements that are outlined here: powertypes and a multi-level architecture aligned with the information systems/business domain in which software development takes place (Note that in ISO/IEC 24744, some of the metaclass names are slightly different from those in AS 4651. Here we use the AS 4651 names).
The overall architecture is shown in Figure 1 . The three layers reflect best practice and are organized to match the conceptual concerns of various subgroups within the software engineering community. People working on an endeavour (e.g., a specific software development project) (in the "endeavour layer") utilize methodologies, tools and so forth, which are all defined in the "method layer." This pair of layers is all the software development team is concerned with. However, a different pair of layers is of interest to methodologists, method engineers, and tool builders: the method layer together with (metamodel) layer that forms the basis and foundation for the others. This layer contains all the rule-focussed information necessary for creating methods, tools, and so forth.
The multilayer architecture reflects best practice and is no longer governed by the is-an-instance-of relationship as in the OMG's strict metamodelling hierarchy. Classes belong to the most "natural" layer as defined by the software engineering group of people most likely to be interested in their definition and usage. In particular, we wish to define (and standardize) certain abstract features of methodology elements in such a way that their subtypes can be defined in the method layer rather than the metamodel layer. We also wish to be able to allocate values to some attributes at the method layer while leaving other attributes without values until the endeavour layer, that is, for attributes to straddle two layers-not possible with current, traditional instantiation-based metalevel architectures (such as that employed by the OMG). To accomplish both these goals, we introduce the notion of a powertype (Odell, 1994) -the current most promising solution. A powertype is a class that has instances that are subtypes of another class (the partitioned class). Together the powertype class and the partitioned class form a powertype pattern (Henderson-Sellers & Gonzalez-Perez, 2005a, b Figure 2) as Title="MySystem" Requirements Specification and Version=1.1. Note that the suffix "Kind" is used to represent an element belonging to a methodology, which needs to be distinguished from an element that belongs to a particular endeavour. For example, "Producer" refers to people involved in a particular systems development project, while "ProducerKind" refer to kinds of producers described by the methodology used by that project. Note that project-level elements must be instances of some methodologylevel elements. In this report, we only use *kind fragments, because we focus on the methodology level, not the project level.
The overall architecture of AS 4651 (and ISO/ IEC 24744) is shown in Figure 3 . Most of the classes in the metamodel participate in powertype patterns (left hand side) although some do not (right hand side). The instances of these latter classes are used at the method level as endeavour-independent sources of information rather than as classes from which instances can be created for a particular endeavour, for example, a programming language. These two categories were named templates and resources, respectively in Gonzalez-Perez and HendersonSellers (2005) .
We will now describe in more detail each of the metaclasses that are relevant to agile fragments-the focus of this chapter.
Producer-related Metaclasses
A producer is an agent that executes work units. A ProducerKind is a specific kind of producer, characterized by its area of expertise. The ProducerKind class is specialized into TeamKind, ToolKind, and RoleKind.
A team is an organized set of producers that collectively focus on common work units. A TeamKind is a specific kind of team, characterized by its responsibilities. A role is a collection of responsibilities that a producer can take. A RoleKind is a specific kind of role, characterized by the involved responsibilities. A tool is an instrument that allows another producer to perform a work unit in an automated way. A ToolKind is a specific kind of tool, characterized by its features. A document is a durable depiction of a fragment of the observed reality. A DocumentKind is a specific kind of document, characterized by its structure, type of content and purpose. It can contain other documents, recursively. In contrast, a model is a formal representation of some subject that acts as its surrogate for some well defined purpose. A ModelKind is a specific kind of model, characterized by its focus, purpose, and level of abstraction.
WorkProduct-related Metaclasses
Although not directly needed in our current study, it is of interest to note that a ModelUnit is an atomic component of a model, representing a cohesive fragment of information in the subject modelled. A ModelUnitKind is a specific kind of model unit, characterized by the nature of the information it represents and the intention of using such representation. It allows a wide variety of subtypes; in particular, it supports the generation of all the metaclasses of a modeling language, assuming that modeling language definition has a "top" class equivalent to ModelUnitKind (e.g., the class element in UML Version 1.4 and 2.0)
stage-related Metaclasses
A Stage is a managed time frame within a project. A StageKind is a specific kind of stage, characterized by the abstraction level at which it works on the project and the result that it aims to produce. 
Figure 3. Overall architecture of AS 4651
Some Method Fragments for Agile Software Development
WorkUnit-and Workflow-Related Metaclasses
There are two other groups of metaclasses of importance: WorkUnit and Workflow are the supertypes in question. Their definitions and the descriptions of agile method fragments conforming to these metaclasses will be discussed in a subsequent chapter of this book (Tran et al., 2007) .
Discussion of OPF and its repository
In order to capitalize on the use of method fragments, they need to be accumulated in a repository-here we utilize the repository of the OPEN Process Framework (OPF) (Henderson-Sellers & Graham, 1996; Firesmith & Henderson-Sellers, 2002) , an example of an SME approach that uses the AS 4651 metamodelling approach. As well as the metamodel, the OPF also contains a well populated method fragment repository (see also http://www.opfro.org). The combination of the extensive methodbase content and the metamodel make OPF the best choice as the starting point for this investigation of agile method engineering. The original work on the OPF was focussed on the necessary fragment support for object-oriented software development, although more recently it has been enhanced in order to support: 
NEWLy IDENtIFIED FrAGMENts tO sUPPOrt AGILE DEVELOPMENt
This study has identified a large number of new fragments that could be considered for addition to the current OPF repository/method base. These are summarized in the following sections (and in Table  2 ) and are detailed in Appendices A-E in terms of the metaclass from which they are generated. Although listed in Table 2 , those fragments in the context of WorkUnits and Workflows are not discussed here -details are to be found in the companion chapter (Tran et al., 2007) .
Producer Fragments
There are three kinds of producer fragments: those from TeamKind, those derived from RoleKind, and those derived from ToolKind (These may also be constructed based on a set of coherent, identified responsibilities, since responsibility is an attribute of RoleKind).
TeamKind
Although there are three TeamKind fragments already in the OPF repository (peer programming team kind, XP-style team kind, and several subtypes of project team kind), our detailed analysis of XP, Scrum, and Crystal leads us to identify one further 
RoleKind
The OPF repository contains already a large number of useful RoleKind fragments: programmer, peer programmer, customer, tester, project manager/big boss, several kinds of software engineers, and stakeholders such as user, manager, vendor representative, and of course customer. Nevertheless, our detailed analysis of these three agile methods led us to identify eight new roles pertinent only to one or more of these agile approaches. These eight new roles are described in full in Appendix B.
ToolKind
To add to the two existing OPF fragments in this group, lowerCASE tool kind and upperCASE tool kind, we propose just one new one for furthering tool support for agile methods: Groupware ToolKind, which describes the kind of tools that support and augment group work (Greenberg, 1991) . Their goal is to assist team members in communicating, collaborating and coordinating their activities (Ellis, Gibbs, & Rein, 1991) . Groupware tools are particularly important in agile projects, where team members are required to work closely together and maintain a cohesive, mutually supportive team relationship.
Six potential sub-classes of Groupware Tool kind have been identified from the literature (Saunders, 1997; Terzis & Nixon, 1999) and are summarized in Appendix C.
This study suggests that future software development teams may begin to use Groupware based on the notions of agency, where the architecture of the Groupware consists of one or more agents (Tarumi, & Mizutani et al., 1999) . This is still a subject of research.
Work Product Fragments
Work products can be classified as either documents or models, that is, instances of DocumentKind or ModelKind, respectively.
DocumentKind
An extensive list of document kinds has been documented in Firesmith and Henderson-Sellers (2002) . These include build plans, system requirements specifications, user's annuals, templates, standards, design-focussed document sets, test sets, and documents relating to teamwork. To add to these, for the support of agile methodologies, we recommend five new document kinds, as described in Appendix D.
ModelKind
As discussed earlier, an agile project values "working software" more than documentation. Thus, except for user requirements that are documented by story cards, no formal models are required to capture analysis and design decisions. These decisions can be captured in the code itself. In other words, the code is the main repository of design information; formal models and diagrams are only developed if necessary, for example, to summarize and highlight important design issues at the end of the project (Fowler, 2001; Jeffries, 2004) .
stage Fragments
The OPF repository (Firesmith & Henderson-Sellers, 2002 ) already contains four useful StageWithDurationKinds (XP lifecycle, Scrum lifecycle, phase, and release build) and one useful InstantaneousStageKind (Code Drop Milestone)-these readily map to XP and Scrum phases (Table 3 ). In the former category, we suggest that agile methodologies need one further fragment (Iteration/Sprint BuildKind) and in the latter category it needs two (Iteration/Sprint Completed MilestoneKind, and ReleaseCompleted MilestoneKind) (for details see Appendix E).
sUMMAry, cONcLUsIONs, AND FUrtHEr WOrK
We have argued that a situational method engineering approach can be used in the context of agile software development. Existing method bases have been shown to be deficient and in need of enhancement-in terms of more method fragments-in order to completely support these new methodologies. Based on a study of several of the existing agile methods, we have taken the existing methodbase of the OPEN Process Framework, or OPF (Firesmith & Henderson-Sellers, 2002) , and proposed additions to it. These additions are a set of method fragments that uniquely support agile software development, each of which is created from the relevant powertype pattern as standardized in the Australian Standard methodology metamodel of AS 4651 (Standards Australia, 2004) .
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APPENDIx A. tEAM KINDs scrum team Kind
This is a subclass of "Project Team Kind," which follows particular Scrum practices during the system development process. A Scrum team is different from an "XP-Style Team" in that its members can be cross-functional, including people with all of the skills necessary, for example, analysts, designers, quality control, and programmers (instead of only programmers as in an "XP-Style Team").
A Scrum team is characterized by its full authority to make any decisions and to do whatever is necessary to produce a product increment each sprint and to resolve problems/issues, being constrained only by organizational standards and conventions. The Scrum team should also self-organize to draw on its strengths and to allow everyone to contribute to the outcome. This need for self-organization implies that there should be no titles or job descriptions within a Scrum team. Each member applies his/her expertise to all of the problems. Scrum avoids people who refuse to code on the grounds that they are systems architects or designers.
APPENDIx b. rOLE KINDs
Agile customer role Kind "Agile Customer RoleKind" is a subclass of "Customer RoleKind." Being a customer in an agile project requires many more responsibilities than a customer in a traditional development project. Traditional customers may only be involved at the inception of the project (e.g., helping to define requirements and contractual obligations) and at the end of the project (e.g., performing alpha, beta, and acceptance testing) (Coram & Bohner, 2005) . In contrast, customers in agile projects are involved in the development process much more frequently and with more influence. In XP, at least one customer must be part of the project team and actively participate in the development process. Agile development style works best when customers operate in dedicated mode with the development team and when their tacit knowledge is sufficient for the full span of the application (Boehm, 2002) . Note that merely having a customer representative available in the team is not sufficient. They must be committed, knowledgeable, collaborative, representative, and empowered (van Deursen, 2001; Boehm, 2002 ). An agile customer is required to be responsible for (and empowered to do) the following:
• Writing "stories" or listing "backlog items" to describe to developers the requirements of end users The best agile customers are those who will actually use the system being developed, but who also have a certain perspective on the problem to be solved (Beck, 2000) .
Agile Programmer role Kind
"Agile Programmer Role Kind" is a subclass of "Peer Programmer Role Kind." An agile programmer is responsible for not only the basic responsibilities of writing, unit testing, and debugging source code, but also responsible for: 
coach role Kind
A coach is responsible for the development process of the XP team as a whole. However, a "coach" is not to be equated with a team leader. While team leaders are often isolated geniuses making the important decisions on the project, the measure of a coach is how few technical decision he makes. A coach's job is to get everyone else in the team making good decisions. Responsibilities of a coach are:
• Understanding the practices and values of XP deeply, so as to guide other team members in following the XP approach (e.g., what alternative XP techniques might help the current set of problems, how other teams are using XP, what the ideas behind XP are, and how they relate to the current situation) • Noticing when people are deviating from the team's process (e.g., programmers are skipping unit tests) and bringing this to the individuals' or team's attention • Seeing long-term refactoring goals and encouraging small-scale refactorings to address parts of these goals • Helping programmers with individual technical skills, such as testing, formatting, and refactoring • Explaining the process to upper-level managers.
The role of coach usually diminishes as the team matures.
consultant role Kind
A consultant is not a part of an XP team. Rather, he/she is an external specialist whom the team seeks for technical help. Normally, an XP team does not need to consult a specialist, but from time to time the team needs deep technical knowledge. The responsibility of a consultant is to teach XP team members how to solve a particular problem that the team needs to solve. The consultant must not solve the problem by themselves. Instead, one or two team members will sit with the consultant while he/she solves the problem.
Product Owner role Kind
A Product owner is responsible for managing and controlling the "Product Backlog" in Scrum (see DocumentKind section). Their specific responsibilities are:
• Creating the product backlog together with the "Scrum Master" and project team members • Maintaining and sustaining the content and priority of the product backlog, including adding, removing and updating product backlog items and their priority during releases and iterations/sprints. Note that the product owner solely controls the product backlog. Any member wanting to update/add/remove an item or its priority has to convince the product owner to make the change. Without a single product owner, floundering, contention and conflicts surrounding the product backlog result • Turning 'issues' in product backlog into specific features or technology to be developed (i.e., workable items) • Ensuring the product backlog is visible to everyone • Segmenting and allocating product backlog items into probable releases, thereby developing the "Release Backlog Document" (see DocumentKind section) • Working with project team members to estimating the amount of work in days to implement each product backlog item for "Product Backlog Document" and "Release Backlog Document" (see DocumentKind section) • Revising the "Release Backlog Document" as the project team builds the product during each iteration/sprint (e.g., revising the release date or release functionality).
• Making final decisions on the tasks related to product backlog items, thereby developing "Sprint Backlog Document"
• Reviewing the system with other stakeholders at the end of iteration/sprint.
In a Scrum project, a product owner is chosen by the "Scrum Master," customers, and management.
scrum Master role Kind
Scrum introduces the role of "Scrum Master," which is essentially a sub-class of both "Coach Role Kind" and "Project Manager/big Boss Role Kind" in XP. A Scrum Master is a coach in that he/she is responsible for guiding the project team members in following the Scrum practices and values, for keeping track of the progress and ensuring everyone is on track, and providing assistance to members that need help (as well as for other responsibilities of a coach; see Coach Role Kind section). A Scrum Master is also a project manager in that he/she works with management to form the project team, represents the team and management to each other, and makes decisions. An important responsibility of a Scrum Master (which is not specified for a coach or a project manager) is to ensure that any impediments to the project are promptly removed and changed in the process, so as to keep the team working as productively as possible (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002) . The Scrum Master can either personally remove them, or cause them to be removed as soon as possible. When the Scrum Master does the latter, he or she needs to make visible to the team a particular procedure, structure or facility that is hurting productivity. Another responsibility is to conduct the "Daily Scrum Meeting" and "Sprint/ Iteration Review Meeting" (see TechniqueKind section in Tran et al., 2007) .
tracker role Kind
The role kind "tracker" is introduced based on an XP tracker. A tracker is responsible for giving feedback to other members of an XP team. In particular, he/she handles the following responsibilities:
• Tracing the estimates made by the team (in release planning and iterative planning) and giving feedback on how accurate these estimates turn out, in order for the team to improve future estimations.
• Tracing the progress of each iteration and evaluating whether the team is able to achieve the desired goal if they follow the current course or if they need to change something. A couple of iterations into a release, a tracker should be able to tell the team whether they are going to make the next release without making big changes.
• Keeping a log of functional test scores, reported defects, who accepts responsibility for each of them, and what test cases were added on each defect's behalf.
xP tester role Kind
In an XP team, a lot of testing responsibilities actually lie with the "Agile Programmer Role Kind" (i.e., unit testing) and "Agile Customer Role Kind" (i.e., acceptance/functional testing). Thus, the responsibility of a tester role is really to help the customer write and execute functional tests. Accordingly, we introduce an "XP Tester Role Kind" as a subclass of "Tester Role Kind" who is responsible for helping the customer write and execute functional tests. An XP tester is also responsible for making sure the functional tests are run regularly and the test results are broadcasted in a prominent place. Kind" specifies the requirements to be implemented in the forthcoming iteration/sprint, the tasks to be performed during the iteration/ sprint to implement these requirements, and the time estimates to complete each task.
In XP, the requirements included in "Iteration Plan Document Kind" are 'user stories' selected from "Release Plan Document." The iteration plan is to be generated by XP programmers. These programmers also need to sign up for individual tasks and this information should also be recorded in the "Iteration Plan Document Kind" (Wake, 2001) .
In Scrum, the "Iteration Plan Document Kind" is referred to as "Sprint Backlog Document." Requirements listed in it are backlog items selected from "Release Backlog Document" (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002) . Once a task is started, its time estimate is to be updated daily (by the developer working on the task) to show the remaining hours needed to complete that work. Sprint backlogs are produced by the developers, "Scrum Master" and "Product Owner" (see RoleKind section). (Schwaber & Beedle, 2002) . These items can be technical (e.g., "refactor the login class to throw an exception") or more user-centric (e.g., "allow undo on the setup screen"). It is possible to express each Scrum backlog item in the form of XP's user story (see "Story Card Document Kind") (MountainGoatSoftware, 2005) .
Product backlog Document Kind
The list of product backlog items should be prioritized by the "Product Owner" (see RoleKind section). Items that have high priority are the ones that are the most desired. The effort needed for each item's implementation should also be estimated by the "Product Owner". The Product backlog is to be constantly expanded or updated with new and more detailed items, new priority order and more accurate estimations, as more is learned about the product and its customers (particularly throughout sprints and releases).
release Plan Document Kind
• Purpose: A subclass of "Build Plan Document Kind," which documents the overall plan for a particular release.
• Description: A "Release Plan Document kind" specifies which requirements are going to be implemented by a particular release, the prioritization of these stories and the estimated date of the release (Wake, 2001; Hogan, 2003) .
A release plan will be used to create iteration plans (see "Iteration Plan Document Kind").
In XP, the requirements listed in the release plan are user stories selected from "story card documents." The release plan is to be developed by both development and business actors. A release plan used to be called "commitment schedule" in XP. The name was changed to more accurately describe its purpose and be more consistent with "iteration plan" (Hogan, 2003) .
In Scrum, the "Release Plan Document" is referred to as a "Release Backlog Document." It is to be developed by the "Product Owner" (see RoleKind section).
story card Document Kind
• Purpose: A subclass of "System Requirements Specification Document Kind" which is generated and used in XP projects. Story card documents are typically produced by customers in XP teams.
• Content: Each story card captures a "user story" describing a feature that the customer wants the system to provide. Each story is accompanied with a name and a short paragraph documenting the purpose of the story. In such cases, the artefact should be accompanied by an "artefact access permission document," which specifies the permissions granted to each different role/team.
The artefact access permissions document kind can be produced and kept by the artefact manager role or team leader role (depending on which role is responsible for managing the artefact) and distributed to team members (probably only the permissions that the member is concerned).
APPENDIx E. bUILD KINDs

Iteration/sprint build Kind
An "Iteration/Sprint Build" 1 is a period of time from one to 4 weeks within a "Release Build" dur-
